Vigilance and is Never Muddled or Confused in the Self-Knowledge of their Homicidal Magnificence and Fertility.

3:4 The True NERVE has Severed Attachment with His or Her Life. They are the True Sons and Daughters of Mother Earth. They are the only Hope of the World and proceed with the Courage and Surety of Saints and Heroes.

History Will Love all NERVEs, and even Insects will Worship our Legacy.
Human Culling then the Daily Plunder and Rape of our Dear Mother Planet would be over. In every Conscious Moment, a NERVE holds in his or her Heart the Environmental Fact that Gaia is being Raped and Butchered as we Breathe. Hence, a NERVE has the Moral License, indeed the Moral Obligation, to Transcend all hitherto Human Convention. Theoretically at Least, the Daily Incessant and Incestuous Rape of our Mother Earth could be ended overnight with one Collective Act of Will. One Collective Act of NERVE!

3:3 It is our Iron Faith that due to the efforts of NERVE Agents throughout the Four Corners of the Earth, In Time, a Neo-Genesis will occur: Skies Will Purify; Seas Will burgeon; Forests Will Breathe; Soils Will Layer; the Dramas of Animal Life Will Play out Free from the Annihilating Human Hand, and the Remnants of Humanity - Clear Sighted Neo-Humans of NERVE - will have a Fresh Start in a Blood Cleansed Neo-Eden. A true NERVE, Holding this Faith in His or Her Heart, Never once Drops

MANIFESTO OF A NEO-ENVIRONMENTAL RADICALISM FOR VISIONARY ENFORCERS aka

The NERVE Manifesto

Our Ideology

1:1 Throughout Human History the Nurture and Preservation of Human Life has been Regarded the Highest Morality, and Homicide considered the most Egregious of Crimes. This Ostensible Regard for Human Life has been Fundamental to Culture, Religion and the Law.

Now, this System of Valuation must be Upended.
Because of the Condition of the Environment, it must now be accepted that Human Life has lost its Sanctity. Due to Exponential Population Growth and resultant Environmental Degradation we are in an Epoch where the Destruction of Human life has become the Highest Morality. The Time has come for Visionary Enforcers or NERVEs – let us not quibble over Semantics Liegemen! - to take the Necessity of Human Destruction as a fact of Ecology, and to Act on this Necessity. In a Nutshell, the Culling of Human Life is the Theory and Practice of NERVE.

1:2 The only Moral Path is the one which saves our Imperiled Planet, making it habitable not only for Humans of the Future, but also for Animal and Plant Life. It is Self-Evident that Mother Earth, or Gaia, Contains the Idea of Humanity itself. If Gaia Dies then Human Life Dies. Embracing this fact, Fearlessly Internalising this Truth, a NERVE squares his or her Allegiance with Gaia and not his fellow Man or Woman. Ours is a Supra-Human

3:1 Only through Blood Sacrifice will Future Generations inherit a Planet worth living in. The NERVE is both a Pragmatist and Idealist. 1. Earth in Hell 2. Man for Purgatory 3. Future in Eden’s Paradise – So Sings the Heart of NERVE! Such is Our Holy Trinity.

3:1 (A) Addendum: We also welcome the Unholy Types who are convinced of nothing but the Black Void after Death. We recognise and Respect Bloodlust within Nihilism as a form of NERVE. Come slash away with us Brothers and Sisters of the Void!

3:2 Our Manifesto is Pure in the Sanity of Its Reason: If the Human Population could be Cut by Eighty Percent in a Short Space of Time through Environmentally Friendly
Let us Marvel at these men and women of true NERVE as they:

- Enforce Astonishing Orgies of Human Sacrifice!
- Enter Trances of Random and Inspired Killing!
- Offer themselves as Victims!
- Die in a Hail of Gunfire while heroically fighting Blinkered, Human- Plague Reactionaries!

Radicalism. In this Epoch Human Life has no Value – Indeed, its Impact or Footprint is Negative. Consequently, a NERVE will only Value his or her own life to the extent of its Homicidal Potential.

1:2(A) Addendum: The Counter argument that the Preservation of Mother Earth, Gaia, is not essential as Space can be Colonised holds no sway in our Ideology. Not only are such Technological Processes Hypothetical and Fanciful, but the Idea of Humanity reaching beyond Gaia to destroy the Galaxy strikes all Reasonable Men and Women as an Abomination.

1:3 For as long as Necessary, until the time Ecosystems reach Harmony and Balance, NERVEs will dedicate themselves to Ceaseless Homicide up to the Time of their own Deaths. In this Evolutionary Epoch, Humans must be thought of as a Plague Animal, a Cancer or a Virus Destroying our Mother Earth, Gaia, on which all Life is utterly dependent. NERVEs, placing themselves as Supra-Human, are White Blood Cells, are Penicillin or
Chemotherapy, are Angelic in their Homicidal Function as Guardians of Mother Earth, Gaia.

1:4 Though Ceaseless homicide is the hallmark of a true NERVE, they shall be Esteemed Compassionate Servants of Gaia, Compassionate Servants of Humanity’s Future, and Compassionate Servants of all Flora and Fauna threatened with Extinction. Indeed, due to the Drastic Plight of our Dear Mother Earth, a NERVE has the power through our Neo-Morality to transform even Genocide into an Act of Love.

1:4(A) Addendum: In Reference to the above note on Genocide, it is obvious that only Environmentally Friendly Genocide is Permissible. A Weapon like a Nuclear Bomb is Anathema to a NERVE, as this would Poison the Land and the Water and thus be Contrary to the Spirit of our Manifesto. Homicide may be enacted by various other means, such as through Ingenious Traps, Certain Explosives, Poisons and Pathogens, Guns, Knives or Barehanded. Improvisation is Key. The only Rule in Homicide is Environmental Damage must not occur or at least be kept to a Minimum.

2:14 Let us build Pyramids in the Wastelands Dearest Brothers and Sisters of NERVE!

Let all Sculptors, Artists, Communicators, Costume Designers, Builders, Architects, Scientists, Engineers, Workers and Warriors of NERVE come join us to create our Cult of Death, our Interim Civilization where the Culling of Human Life is the Highest Morality.

Let us look to Ancient Cultures for Guidance, Excelling them in our Extremity, in our Dire Necessity.

Let Pyramids flow once again with the Blood of Human Sacrifice!

Let Mothers impale their Children, Sacrificing them as Compost to Plants. Poems should be written to narrate the Epic Heroism of NERVES, creating a New Mythos and New Legends and New Canons of Martyrs and Heroes of our Neo-Environmental Radicalism!
masochistic Rituals and Orgies if the Right Sexual Pitch is achieved. We must have an Iron Faith in this, Confident that a Suicidal Impulse is at the Heart of our Planet Wrecking Species. All those with NERVE should study this point well, and be Flexible in their thinking and Methods of Execution. (Refer to the Rule in the Last Sentence of 1:4(A))

2:13 All NERVEs know Humanity must, for an Interim Period, Evolve this Ethos of Homicide and Suicide for the Greater Good. Death Rituals in Endless Forms should become as commonplace as Birthday Parties. Those who volunteer as Victims must be indulged as much as possible, even treated like Superstars or Messiahs. In the Protection of GAIA all forms of Manipulation, Coercion and Treachery are Permissible. NERVEs must study these Methods well.

2:1 Enemies, Allies and Methods

2:1 Governments, Captains of Industry and the Military, all Establishment Forces, are the Primary Enemy of a NERVE. A NERVE may seek Alliances with Greenies, Progressives and the Left, Persuading them to the Pure No-Nonsense Agenda of our Manifesto. Those who cannot be Persuaded by the NERVE Agenda should be considered, like the Primary Enemy, to be a Plague on Mother Earth. And the Human Plague Animal should be Eradicated without hesitation, just as a Farmer would kill a Plague of Rabbits to preserve Ecology.

2:2 The Common Human Consumer is Fair Game. Users
of White Goods, Cars, Air-Travel, Various Unholistic Foodstuffs, Plastics - in short anything that Damages Gaia - are Suitable Victims. (Note: the consumption and use of various Taboo Products can be Justified in meeting Homicidal Objectives. For example, a NERVE may have to drive somewhere to perform a Kill.)

2:3 We must emphasise that the Common Human Consumer, a Rabid Monster of Material Need, cannot be Persuaded, Cajoled or Enlightened. There has been Attempt after Attempt! Protocol after Protocol! It is the worst form of Claptrap and Tartuffery to believe Technological Innovation and Government Policy can help us. While Gaia Drowns with her head rammed into a Trough of Oil, no doubt Human-Life Apologists and Dated Environmentalists will wave their Solar Panels in the Air and Vaunt their Carbon Offsets. These are Doomed Gimmicks. While Gaia Bleeds from the Gaping wounds of Humanity, these Band-Aid Lovers hedge with their false Hopes and Optimisms. Let us show All these Nincompoops the contempt of our Sharp Machetes!

2:11 All forms of Sexuality Promoted by NERVEs must be Sadomasochistic in Nature as Human Culling is the Ultimate Aim of NERVE. An Example can be seen in the Relationship between Orgasm and Suffocation techniques. Sub-Cults who Practice Death in Orgasm should be encouraged from Juveniles up. Perversions Related to Orgasmic Death via Hangings should also be Encouraged. NERVEs must be Creative and Ceaseless in their efforts in this regard. (Refer to the Rule in the last Sentence of 1:4(A))

2:12 Youth within Cults Practicing and Creating Rituals and Festivals intertwining Death with Orgasm will consequently attract the Older. Middle-Aged Professionals, indeed Workers of all Persuasions, can be relied upon to volunteer themselves to be Choked to Death in Sado
However, a NERVE takes it as Self-Evident that Green Technologies will not be embraced in Expedient Time without first a Phase of Human Culling. There are no facts in our Post-Industrial Civilization to support the Hypothesis that Humanity in General can Act in Accord with Holistic Principle. Indeed, the facts are to the contrary. Humanity is Destructive towards the Earth and, in Fits of War, towards Itself. NERVEs are Supreme Realists. The NERVE agenda seeks to harness this Destructive Energy to the Betterment of Gaia. Let us Destructive Humans Destroy One-Another! Let the Sick Plague of Humans Behold the Astonishing Psychic Jujitsu of our Radicalism!

2:7 As Weapons of Mass Destruction are not Permissible on Ideological Grounds, Psychological Warfare and Cultural Inversion is of Paramount Importance. All Worthy Young People should be Enlightened to the Hopelessness of Pathways and Careers outside of the NERVE Agenda. All such Careers and Lifestyles should be presented to the young as Poisonous forms of Planetary Rape. Music and Arts should be suborned to this end.

2:8 If a Young Person, or even a Mature-Age Person, is studying under an Electric Lamp, no matter how Worthy the Subject may seem, it must be impressed upon them that the Electricity they are using to Read with is the Product of Rape – Planet Rape through the use of Coal Fire. Therefore, the Entire Action and Ambition of their Study is a form of Abomination, Fruit from a Poisonous Tree.

If they eat a Slice of Bread, it should be impressed upon them that Land was cleared to grow the Wheat for the Bread, and that this is unsustainable, hurting Animal Habitats, Depleting the Soil and therefore Raping Gaia. These are but two examples. NERVEs must be Creative in thinking up other examples to Cultivate Homicidal or Suicidal Tendencies in the Young and the Impressionable primarily, without neglecting the General Populace.
2:9 Anything Eaten or Consumed must, if possible, be demonstrated to be Unsustainably Produced. Even a Shivering Child should be instructed that their warming themselves by a Gas Fire is an act rendered Evil because the consumption of Fossil Fuels Overheats the Planet, creating a state of Hell. In such ways, a NERVE works tirelessly and creatively to Erect Signposts of Guilt in All Directions, Channeling Young and Old alike into our Radical Agenda, Presenting Murder and Suicide as Logical, Heroic, or even Messianic Pathways dependent on the Orientation of each Individual NERVE aspirant.

2:10 A NERVE will promote Rituals entwining Sexuality and Killing to harness the Libidinal Energies of the Young and Virile. Those Recruited to partake in Tremendous Orgiastic Rituals will receive Final Indoctrination into our Radical Agenda, where Verifiable Evidence of Homicide is required before a Follower becomes a true NERVE. That Perversion is a sound method to enforce our Radical Agenda is Beyond Doubt. The Human Species is

2:4 A Society where Human Beings are constantly Killing Each other, Driven by our Ecological Imperative, is Our Primary Way to Cull the Human Plague. Here one man Beheads another for driving a Car. There, a Woman visiting her friend kills her and all her Children because this Family eats too much cruelly and unsustainably Harvested Meat. Such Frenzy will mark the Height of our Epoch.

2:5 All forms of Moderation in dealing with the Problems of the Environment are Hateful to a NERVE. It can never be reiterated too often that no Government Policy, Scientific Innovation or Progressive Consensus can save the planet from this Destructive Phase of Humanity, this phase of Sickness which is one of Addiction to Consumption and Production.

2:6 In a Distant Future, with Lower Human Numbers, the Use of Certain Green Technologies may be of Benefit;